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OVERVIEW 
 
 

In this project, we consider the contributions of midcentury record albums to the postwar imagination 
and their relevance for contemporary consumer culture. We have selected illustrative examples from 
a large, privately owned record album archive, and discuss album cover photography and graphic 
design, along with liner notes and music, to illuminate how LPs provided listeners with guides for 
becoming more culturally confident, cosmopolitan, and sophisticated. For example, home-entertaining 
records and travel records often included content dedicated to achieving a “modern” lifestyle, 
developing good taste, and becoming familiar with new sights and sounds. Design, music, and 
painting that traced their origins to American culture – for example abstract expressionism, blues, and 
jazz – implied that the US no longer needed to refer back to the “old world” for artistic direction after 
World War II, but was positioned to take contemporary society forward with its own aesthetic values 
and cultural contributions of individual expression and freedom. Thus, LPs joined Cold War debates 
about the merits of competing ideologies. By taking a visual and vinyl approach, we hope to show 
how minor, even peripheral, objects—often moldering in basements, gathering dust at charity shops, 
or in more recent times, sold as campy or exotic collectibles on eBay—reveal powerful, yet relatively 
unnoticed, lessons in learning popular culture. In sum, we explore how these records helped to shape 
the imaginings of modern US identity and global citizenship at midcentury. Not just decorated 
cardboard that protected the vinyl disks within, vintage record album covers from the 1950s and 
1960s served commercial, ideological, pedagogical, and rhetorical purposes.  
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